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Abstract: Both wear and fatigue occur in fretting condition, and they interact with one another during the
whole process. Fretting fatigue is commonly analysed without considering the effect of wear in partial slip
regime, although wear affects the lifetime of crack initiation. This paper investigates, for the first time, the
effect of wear debris on fretting fatigue crack initiation. To investigate the effect of debris, first fretting wear
characteristics in partial slip regime are analysed for loading conditions. Then, the effect of wear on fretting
fatigue crack initiation is investigated using Ruiz parameters and critical plane methods without considering
the debris effect. Through the results, we can see that loading conditions affect the wear profiles in different
ways. Moreover, wear has a significant effect on the fatigue in partial slip regime without considering debris
especially on the crack initiation location. Finally, considering wear debris in the analysis, its effect on critical
plane parameters is investigated. It is found that by considering the wear debris effect, the fretting fatigue crack
initiation location is shifted towards the trailing edge. The predictions of both crack initiation location and
lifetime show a good agreement with the experimental data.
Keywords: fretting wear; fretting fatigue; critical plane; Ruiz parameter; debris

1

Introduction

Fretting is the phenomenon that happens between
two contact parts when there is a relative slip between
them and pressure on the contact surface [1–3]. For
example, fretting is one critical damage for the
connection between blade and disk [4] and railway
axle press-fits [5]. Vibration of the contact parts is the
main cause for fretting [6, 7]. Due to the importance of
many influencing parameters, it is not easy to simulate
the fretting process [8]. With the increment of relative
slip, we can classify fretting in three regimes, namely
stick regime, mixed slip regime, and gross sliding
regime [9, 10]. In gross sliding regime, wear is the
leading damage, while in stick and mixed slip regimes

fatigue plays a key role [11–16]. In mixed slip regime,
there is a competence between wear and fatigue. In
gross sliding regime, the initiation of micro crack can
be suppressed when the wear is significant, which can
prolong the fatigue lifetime of the parts. Researchers
have made a lot of effort to investigate the crack
initiation point and crack propagation path during
fretting [17–21]. The main assumption in these analyses
is that the change in the contact surface geometry
caused by wear can be neglected. Moreover, only one
cycle of fretting is used to analyse the stress state and
to get the crack initiation lifetime. In the real case, the
change in the surface geometry has an effect on the
stress state near the contact surface, which is the critical
zone for crack initiation. In this way, the analysis of
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one cycle is not enough to consider the stress and
strain states during fretting process.
Some researchers have investigated the effect of
fretting wear on crack initiation. Madge et al. [22, 23]
analysed the critical role of wear on fatigue in fretting
for both gross slip regime and partial slip regime.
They found that the competence between the wear
and fatigue crack initiation on the contact surface
was significant and that the wear had alleviated the
fatigue damage initiation significantly. Shen et al. [24]
considered the wear effect on fretting fatigue crack
initiation lifetime based on a damage-coupled
elastic-plastic constitutive model, in which the effect
of plasticity on damage accumulation and wear
characteristics were presented in detail. To increase
the accuracy of the prediction, a parameter Dfret2 was
combined the Smith Watson Topper (SWT) by Ding
et al. [25] to consider the wear effect in fretting. The
frictional work threshold ( )th, was used as an
indicator to distinguish the zone where wear is
dominant. In addition, O’Halloran et al. [26] validated
this parameter using a cylinder on flat specimen
configuration and found that this method could reduce
the computational time significantly, because the
calculation of the wear depth on contact surface was
not necessary for combined Dfret2-SWT.
Fretting wear affects not only the crack initiation,
but also the crack propagation. The effect of wear on
crack propagation is also significant, which is caused
by the redistribution of the shear stress [27]. The
implementation of crack propagation under fretting
conditions through the commercial software ABAQUS
was first proposed by Giner et al. [28, 29]. Llavori et al.
[30] analysed the wear profile effect on crack propagation
and found that considering wear could lead to a more
accurate crack propagation path and lifetime. Hattori
and Watanabe [31] investigated the effect of wear on
crack propagation in fretting fatigue specimen based
on stress intensity factor by both finite element method
(FEM) and experiments. They found that the fatigue
strength decreased with the evolution of the wear
profiles. For discrete crack that may happen in fretting
fatigue, it can be modelled based on the cracking
particle method which was proposed and developed by
Rabczuk et al. [32–34] for 2D and 3D crack propagation.
This phenomenon has not been considered in fretting
fatigue yet. Wang et al. [35] analyzed the dynamic

wear characteristics of steel wires, commonly used for
transmitting electricity, in fretting and the effect of
these wear characteristics on crack propagation. It was
concluded that the elliptical wear scar and parabolic
wear depth were found and fitted well with the
prediction equation and the crack initiates from the
wear scar. Moreover, the effect of cross angle and
friction-increasing grease between steel wires were
also analyzed in Refs. [36, 37], respectively.
In this paper, we mainly analyse the effect of wear
debris on fretting fatigue crack initiation parameters
using Ruiz parameter, Findley parameter (FP) and
SWT. The variation of these parameters with cycles
is analysed in detail. Moreover, the effect of loading
conditions on wear profiles is also analysed. This
paper is structured as follows. After the introduction
in Section 1, the theoretical background is given in
Section 2. Then the experimental set-up is presented in
Section 3, after which the numerical model is described
in detail in Section 4. After providing results and
discussion in Section 5, the conclusion is reported in
Section 6.

2 Theoretical background
In following subsections, Ruiz parameter, critical plane
methods, damage accumulation model, and wear
models are described in detail.
2.1

Ruiz parameter

Ruiz et al. [38] used two damage parameters to analyse
the fretting phenomenon in a dovetail joint at the first
instant. The first damage parameter, F1 is proportional
to the frictional energy per unit area, which is given
by Ref. [39]:
F1  

(1)

where  is the shear stress on the contact surface
and  is the relative slip between two contact surfaces.
This parameter can be used to indicate the extent of
the surface material removal, because the frictional
energy is proportional to the material removal in the
dissipated energy wear model [38]. It should be noted
that in fretting, the shear stress is always changing
with loading history during one cycle. However, F1 is
the value at the maximum loading case and in this
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equation, the tensile stress applied on the specimen is
not considered.
To consider the tensile stress, the second damage
Ruiz parameter F2 was proposed as Ref. [38]:
F2   xx

(2)

where  xx is the tensile stress. F2 can be used for
the maximum wear damage location. However, the
maximum wear damage location usually differs from the
crack initiation point due to the competence between
wear and crack initiation. Through experiments, it was
observed that F2 could be used for the prediction of the
position of crack initiation point.
2.2 Critical plane methods
Many multiaxial fatigue criteria have been used for
prediction of crack initiation lifetime of fretting fatigue.
Critical plane approaches are mostly used due to
their applicability and generality [20]. There are three
kinds of critical plane methods, namely stress-based,
strain-based, and energy-based critical plane method.
FP, Fatemi-Socie parameter (FS), and SWT are the
corresponding three kinds of critical plane methods,
which are used in this paper to predict the crack
initiation lifetime of fretting fatigue considering the
effect of wear. These three methods are summarised
as follows:
FP criterion is firstly proposed by Findley in Ref. [40],
which is a typical critical plane method to calculate
the direction and position of crack nucleation in early
stage [41]. FP is given by Ref. [18]:
FP 

 max
2

 k1 nmax

(3)

where  max and  nmax are the maximum range of
shear stress and the maximum normal stress on the
critical plane during one fretting cycle, respectively,
and k1 is determined by the fatigue limit in tension
 f 1 and torsion  f 1 , when the stress ratio R is equal
to −1. k1 is determined from the following equation:

 f 1
 f 1

2


1

k1

angle  , varying from −90° to 90° with the interval
been 1°, is used to get the maximum shear stress range
on one point as shown in Fig. 1.
The stress and strain on the corresponding critical
plane are given as

 x 

x y
2

 xy  
 x 

x y
2

x  y

 xy   



2



x  y
2

x  y
2

cos2   xy sin2

sin2   xy cos2

x  y
2

cos2 

sin2 

 xy
2

 xy
2

(5)
sin2

cos2

where  x ,  xy   x , and  xy  are the normal stress,
shear stress, normal strain, and shear strain, respectively,
on the corresponding critical plane. The transformation
and the critical plane selection are also used for the
other critical plane parameters.
FP is used to predict the crack initiation lifetime
and the equation for lifetime prediction is given by
Refs. [42, 43]:
FP   f(2 N i )b

(6)

where  f is the coefficient of shear fatigue strength,
Ni is the crack initiation lifetime, and b is an exponent
of torsion fatigue strength.
Fatemi and Socie [44] proposed a strain-based
critical plane method, FS, as shown in Eq. (7). Where
 max is the maximum shear strain range and  nmax is
the corresponding normal stress,  y is the yield stress,
and k2 is the material constant, which is approximately
equal to  y /  f [45]. The relationship that links FS
and crack initiation lifetime is given in Eq. (8) [46],
where  f is the shear fatigue ductility coefficient, G is
the shear modulus, b is the fatigue strength exponent in

(4)

1  k12

To determine the angle of the critical plane, the

Fig. 1 Sketch of the angle of the critical plane on one point.
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torsion, and c is the fatigue ductility exponent in tension.
FS 
FS 






(7)

(2 N i )b   f(2 N i )c

(8)

 max
2

 f
G


 max
 1  k2 n

y


T

Another critical plane method is SWT, which is
an energy-based method, and is also applied in this
investigation. SWT was used as a criterion for fretting
fatigue by Szolwinski and Farris and is given by
Ref. [47]:
SWT   nmax

 n
2

(9)

where  nmax is the maximum normal stress, while  n
is the corresponding strain amplitude. The equation
that connects SWT and crack initiation lifetime, Ni is
given by
SWT 

 f2
E

(2 N i )2 b   f f(2 N i )b  c

(10)

where  f is the fatigue strength coefficient,  f is the
fatigue ductility coefficient, E is the Young’s modulus,
b is the fatigue strength exponent, and c is the fatigue
ductility exponent. b and c are the same as b and c,
respectively.
2.3

of dissipated energy is shown in Eq. (12). The dissipated
model and the Archard’s equation are equivalent
when the coefficient of friction is a constant. The
relation between dissipated energy wear coefficient
and Archard’s wear coefficient is: kA   KE .

Wear model

Two wear quantification models are commonly used
for fretting wear analysis, namely Archard’s model and
dissipated energy model [13, 15, 48]. The basic theory
for the wear model is Archard’s equation [49]:
V  kA SP

V
4   N  P

(13)

0

where KE is the dissipated energy wear coefficient,
hi is the local wear depth, T is one cycle period
and si ( x) and qi ( x) are incremental relative slip and
shear stress on the surface position x.
In this paper, the dissipated energy model is used
for the calculation of the local wear depth in FE model.
2.4 Damage evolution model

Crack initiation of the material under fretting condition
is not a sudden phenomenon. Damage is accumulated
cycle by cycle until a crack is initiated. In addition,
when considering wear, the contact geometry is always
changing during fretting process. FP parameter and
predicted life vary with cycles. To consider this, Miner’s
rule is employed, as proposed in Ref. [50]:
Nt

N
j 1 N i , j

N

VD  

(14)

where VD is the accumulated value of damage, N
is the jumped cycles to optimise the simulation time,
Nt is the gross cycles number and Ni,j is the predicted
nucleation lifetime for jth jump cycle. This damage
model is widely used to calculate the cycle- by-cycle
damage accumulation [22, 30, 51].

(11)

where kA is Archard wear coefficient, S is the total
sliding distance, P is the normal load, and V is the wear
volume. S can be obtained by multiplying 4 times the
relative slip amplitude  (half stroke) and the number
of cycles, N. Then, Eq. (10) can be written as

kA 

hi  KE qi  x  dsi ( x)

(12)

Dissipated energy model shows its advantage when
the coefficient of friction (COF) is variable. The equation

3 Experimental set-up
The schematic of the experimental set-up is shown in
Fig. 2 [41]. The normal load (P) is applied on the top
of cylinders from both sides, after which the tangential
load (Q) is applied on the right-hand side of the
cylinders. Moreover, the cyclic axial stress,  A is
applied on the right-hand side of the specimen. The
tangential stress ratio and the axial stress ratio are all
equal to 1. Experimental data for fretting fatigue test
is shown in Table 1 [41].
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Fig. 2 Schematic of the experimental set-up.
Table 1

Experimental data for fretting fatigue test.

No.

P (N)

Q (N)

σ A (MPa)

i
N exp
cycles

1

7,085

1,487.8

85.2

684,658

2

6,176

1,667.5

84.7

555,830

3

6,460

2,196.4

106.4

195,200

4

5,319

1,914.8

97.4

418,911

5

5,310

2,017.8

85.8

519,963

6

6,268

1,692.4

100

312,062

The material of both specimen and cylinders is
Aluminum 2024-T351. The Young’s modulus (E) and
Poisson’s ratio (v) are 74.1 GPa and 0.33, respectively.
The shear modulus G is 28 GPa, and other material
parameters are summarised in Table 2, where  u is the
ultimate tensile strength [52, 53].
The minimum dissipated energy wear coefficient,
KE in sliding condition for pin-on-disc configuration
is 3.7×10−8 MPa−1 [54]. In partial slip regime, the wear
coefficient should be lower. This is because in the
contact centre there is a stick zone that supports the
partial normal load, where there is no slip to cause
wear on the contact surface. Considering this situation,
1.4 × 10−8 MPa−1 is used for the wear coefficient for
2024-T351 in partial slip regime.

plane strain quadrilateral (CPE4) element is used for
the whole model. The radius of the cylinder is 178 mm.
The heights of cylinder and specimen are 25 and
6.35 mm, respectively, and the lengths of cylinder and
specimen are 25 and 40 mm, respectively. The thickness
is 12.7 mm for both cylinder and flat. To consider both
efficiency and accuracy of the model, the partition is
used for both parts. The mesh in both contact zones
is magnified in Fig. 3, and the element size on the
contact surface is 10 μm. In our previous work in
Ref. [55], we analysed the effect of the mesh size for
the contact surface on the convergence of the shear
stress. The corresponding method was also applied
in this paper to investigate the feasibility of the
discretization of FE model and found that the stress
converged when the mesh size for the contact surface
is 10 μm. Multi point constraint (MPC) is applied on the
top of the cylinder. The flat is set as the slave surface,
while the cylinder is set as the master surface. Finite
sliding formulation and surface to surface discretization
method are used for the contact surfaces. Moreover,
the adjustment algorithm is used for the slave
surface. To make the simulation more efficient, jump
cycles, N = 5,000, is used in the USER SUBROUTINE
UMESHMOTION. When one cycle is simulated in FE
model, the local wear depth is obtained by multiplying
N . The loading condition history used in FE model
is shown in Fig. 4. At the end of the first cycle, the
model is submitted for the analysis. The second model

4 Numerical model
4.1

FE model

The non-linear finite element (FE) model, which is
shown in Fig. 3, is constructed in the commercial
software ABAQUS using python scripts. 4-node bilinear
Table 2

Fig. 3 FE model 1 for the fretting fatigue experiment.

Constant of material properties.

 f (MPa)

 f

b

c

 f 1 (MPa)

 f 1 (MPa)

 u (MPa)

 y (MPa)

 f (MPa)

 f

741

0.166

−0.078

−0.538

140

80.8

425

310

412.2

0.287
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2

x
q  x     pmax 1    ,
a


2
2

xe
c
x
1  
q  x     pmax 1      pmax
 ,
a
a
 c 


xe c
xe c

(19)

Fig. 4 Loading history for the fretting fatigue experiment.

is established at the end of the first cycle by restating
the python code, and then it is submitted for the
analysis after applying the oscillatory tangential and
axial loads. For the following cycles, the process of the
loading is the same.
4.2

where q(x) is the shear stress along the contact width,
 is CoF, and c is the half stick width. c and the offset,
which is influenced by axial stress  A , can be obtained
by Eq. (20) [1]. The verification of the FE model by the
analytical solution is shown in Fig. 5, from which we
can see that the shear stress from FE model shows a
good agreement with the analytical solution.
c  a 1

Q

P

 Aa
e
4  pmax

Verification and numerical implementation

4.2.1 Verification by contact mechanics

(20)

Based on contact mechanics, the contact pressure can
be obtained by Ref. [56]:
p  x   pmax

1

2

 PE*  2
x
1    , where pmax  
* 
a
 2πLR 

(15)

where P is the normal load, L is the thickness of the
specimen along z axis (L = 10 mm), R* and E* are the
equivalent radius and Young’s modulus, respectively,
and pmax is the maximum contact pressure. a is half
contact width, which is given by
a2

PR*
πE* L

(16)

R* and E* can be obtained as

1
1
1


*
R
R
R
1
2

(17)

2
2
1 1  1 1   2


2 E1
2 E2
E*

(18)

where R1 and R2 are the radii, E1 and E2 are Young’s
modulus, and  1 and  2 are the Poisson ratio of the
flat and cylinder, respectively.
Moreover, shear distribution in partial slip regime is
used to verify the FE model, which is given by Ref. [1]:

Fig. 5 Verification of the FE model by the analytical solution.

4.2.2 Models with different boundary conditions
In some experiments, two parameters are used for
the tangential loading, namely tangential load and
tangential displacement. In Ref. [39], the effect of
boundary conditions is analyzed without considering
the effect of wear. It was found that the effect of
boundary conditions on the stresses was not significant.
In this paper, the effect of the boundary conditions
on stresses is analyzed. Based on Experiment 3, the
corresponding displacement on the left-hand side of
the cylinder can be obtained in model 1 without wear
effect. Then, the corresponding oscillatory displacement
is applied to the left-hand side of the cylinder in
model 2 with wear effect as is shown in Fig. 6. And
then, the stresses and wear profile in model 2 are
compared with that in model 1 with wear effect.
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Fig. 6 FE model 2 for the fretting fatigue experiment.

4.2.3

Loading cases for wear profile analysis

Because the change of geometry is the key effect on
the variation of stresses and damage parameters, it
is very important to analyse the details of the wear
characteristics, and relate the wear characteristics to
stresses, and damage parameters. Based on the loading
conditions of Experiment 3, the effect of the normal
load, tangential load, axial load, and non-proportional
loading is analysed. Loading cases that are used to
analyse the loading condition effect on the wear
characteristics are listed in Table 3. Experiments 1, 2,
and 3 are used to consider the effect of normal load,
experiments 4, 2, and 5 are used to analyse the effect
of the tangential load, and experiments 6, 2, and 7 are
used to analyse the effect of axial load.
Table 3 The loading cases to analyze the effect of loading conditions on wear characteristics.

parameter is derived from Miner’s rule. The cycle stops
when the accumulated damage parameter on a contact
node is greater than 1. The critical plane parameters
in some cycles are compared and the maximum values
of these parameters are considered as the crack initiation
point in the corresponding cycle. Then, the crack
initiation location in certain cycle is compared using the
three critical plane methods. In critical plane methods,
the critical plane angle is assumed to be the direction
of the crack initiation. By considering to the effect of
wear, the Ruiz 2 parameter is also used for the comparison of the crack initiation location with the critical
plane methods. Though, Ruiz 1 parameter cannot be
used to determine the crack initiation location, because
it is a kind of parameter that is proportional to the
wear volume. Experiment 1 is used as an example to
analyze the evolution of these parameters.

Fig. 7 Flowchart for the implementation of the prediction of crack
initiation lifetime.

No.

P (N)

Q (N)

σ A (MPa)

1

4,460

2,196.4

106.4

4.2.5

2

6,460

2,196.4

106.4

3

8,460

2,196.4

106.4

4

6,460

1,196.4

106.4

5

6,460

3,196.4

106.4

6

6,460

2,196.4

66.4

7

6,460

2,196.4

146.4

In the experiments, the wear debris lies near the trailing
contact edge as shown in Fig. 8 [41]. To model the
effect of the debris in the fretting fatigue FE model,
the debris layer model concept is considered [15].
The schematic of the debris layer in fretting fatigue
model is shown in Fig. 9(b). From the figure, we can
see that in the stick zone there is no wear, whereas in
partial slip zone wear happens at both sides. This is
because not all the wear debris can be ejected from the
partial slip zone. h is the distance from the original
surface to the debris layer. Because the wear profile
progresses with cycles, the variation of h should be
further validated by experimental data. In the initial

4.2.4

Crack initiation location and lifetime prediction

As shown in Fig. 7, the wear profile is updated after
each increment and the critical plane parameters are
obtained after each cycle. Thereafter, the crack initiation
lifetime is calculated, and the damage accumulation

Fretting fatigue model with debris layer
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Fig. 8 Experimental wear profile near the trailing edge.

period, the debris effect can be neglected due to the
very low wear depth and wear width. After certain
cycles, the effect of the debris cannot be ignored
anymore. In this paper, we analyse the effect of the
debris layer after 100,000 cycles based on Experiment 1
as is shown in Fig. 9(a).
After 100,000 cycles and releasing the normal load,
the debris is introduced as shown in Fig. 9(b). Moreover,
the wear on the left-hand side can be ignored compared
with the wear volume on the right-hand side. If the
wear volume is higher in the left-hand side, the debris
should also be considered there. There are three
contacts in the FE model. The first one is the contact
between the bottom of the cylindrical pad and the
upside of the debris. The second one is the contact
between the bottom of the cylindrical pad and the
upside of the flat specimen, and the third one is the
bottom of the debris layer and the top of the flat
specimen. The bottom of the cylinder is always set
as master surface, while the top of the flat specimen
is always set as slave surface, as shown in Fig. 10. The
coefficient of friction is set as 0.65 for the contact
between cylinder and the debris, and between cylinder
and flat specimen [41]. For the contact between debris

and specimen the coefficient of friction is set as 1.0
which is the same as in Ref. [15]. Due to the lower
amount of wear volume in the first 100,000 cycles, the
debris is introduced and generated in the model after
100,000 cycles. A schematic for the introduction of the
debris to the model is shown in Fig. 11. The releasing
step is applied at the end of the 100,000th cycle by
restarting through python code. At the end of the
releasing step, the normal loading, the oscillatory
tangential and axial loads are applied consequently
after restarting and introducing the debris to the model.
The material properties of the debris layer are the
same as those for the oxide of aluminum. The elastic
modulus is 300 GPa and the Poisson’s ratio is 0.21 [57].

Fig. 10 Schematic of the contact in FE model.

Fig. 11 Schematic of the introduction of the debris to model.

Fig. 9 Wear profiles: (a) wear profile after 100,000 cycle for Experiment 1, and (b) schematic of the debris layer in fretting fatigue model.
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5.1

Results and discussion
Effect of boundary conditions

Using different boundary conditions, the wear profile
changes after 80,000 cycles as shown in Fig. 12(a). The
wear depth in the right-hand slip zone is almost the
same, while in the left-hand slip zone, the wear depth
of model 2 tends to be greater than that of model 1.
Moreover, in the stick zone, there is no slip in model 1,
while in model 2, the wear is significant in the initial
stick zone. By comparing the shear stress in Fig. 12(b),
we can see that in model 2, the shear stress is higher
than that in model 1, which means that the boundary
conditions influence the shear stress distribution when
considering the wear in fretting fatigue. Therefore,
higher shear stress in model 2 can lead to more wear
in fretting. Maximum shear stresses are found near
the boundary of slip and stick zone in both models.
The applied tangential force can lead to a tangential
displacement in fretting fatigue physically, and the
applied tangential displacement can also lead to a
tangential force for the contact parts. When there is
no wear, the applied tangential displacement can lead
to the corresponding tangential force in fretting fatigue.
The profile of the shear stress obtained by applying
tangential force is the same as that obtained by applying
corresponding tangential displacement when the wear
is not considered. This phenomenon is verified in
Ref. [58]. When considering wear in fretting fatigue,
the tangential force will lead to a different tangential
displacement compared with that without considering
wear. This is caused by the wear profile. In the
experiments, there are also two kinds of tangential
loads, tangential force, and tangential displacement. The

935
same tangential force could cause different tangential
displacement in fretting process. There are lot of
experimental fretting loops that shows the history of
the tangential force and displacement, which is also
not a constant relationship all the time [59]. Therefore,
if you applied the tangential displacement obtained
in tangential force model without considering wear
to the FE model considering wear, the corresponding
tangential force for the contact parts will differ from that
without considering wear. This caused the difference
of the profile of the shear stress and wear for model 1
and model 2. The reason for the wear in stick zone
for constant tangential displacement model when
considering the wear is that the elastic deformation
can no longer accommodate the relative displacement
due to the applied constant tangential displacement.
This is the effect of the boundary condition on the wear
profile when considering wear.
5.2

Effect of loading cases on wear profiles

From Fig. 13(a), we can see that the normal load can
broaden the contact zone and higher normal load can
increase the wear width. Because with higher normal
load, the contact width is greater, which broadens the
wear profile. Moreover, lower wear depth is found with
higher normal load, which is caused by the lower slip
amplitude. This is because for the same tangential
load there is a small slip zone under higher normal
load. Figure 13(b) shows that the higher tangential
load can cause greater wear depth due to higher slip
amplitude. Because high tangential load can cause
higher shear stress on the contact surface, which can
cause more wear volume in dissipated energy wear
model. Moreover, the location of the maximum wear

Fig. 12 Effect of boundary conditions on the wear profile and shear stress: (a) wear profiles after 80,000 cycles and releasing step, and
(b) shear stress at the end of 80,000th cycle.
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Fig. 13 Effect of loading cases on wear profiles: (a) effect of normal load, (b) effect of tangential load, and (c) effect of axial load.

depth is the same for all three loading cases for both
left-hand and right-hand sides. In Fig. 13(c), we can see
that the higher axial load can cause greater maximum
wear depth on the right-handed side, and lower
maximum wear depth on the left-hand side. It means
that axial load can affect the relative displacement on
both sides, which causes a greater slip amplitude on
the right-hand side, and lower slip amplitude on the
left-hand side. Because the normal load is the same,
the position of the maximum wear depth is the same
with different axial and tangential loads.
5.3

Effect of wear on fatigue initiation position
without considering the debris effect

Figure 14(a) shows that the maximum value of the

frictional energy per unit area, F1 moves from the
trailing edge (right-hand side edge of the contact) to
the boundary of the stick–slip zone and decreases with
cycles. Near the trailing edge, there is another lower
peak that is caused by the negative shear stress near
the contact as shown in Fig. 12(b). From Fig. 14(a), we
can conclude that the wear zone moves from the trailing
edge to the boundary of the stick and slip zone. Near
the leading edge, there is a dramatic increase in the
value of F1 due to the dramatical increment of the
shear stress. The trend of F2 near the trailing edge in
Fig. 14(b) is the same as that in Fig. 14(a), however, F2
is very low near the leading edge due to the lower
tangential stress.
Variation of critical plane parameters with cycles for

Fig. 14 Variation of Ruiz parameters with cycles for Experiment 1 when  A reaches the maximum value.
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Experiment 1 is shown in Fig. 15. From the figure, it
can be concluded that the maximum values of FP, FS,
and SWT tend to move from the trailing edge to the
boundary of the stick–slip zone. The variation tendency
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of these three parameters is similar to each other. The
crack initiation position predicted by critical plane
damage accumulation parameters is shown in Fig. 16.
The point of maximum damage accumulation parameter

Fig. 15 Variation of critical plane parameters with cycles for Experiment 1.

Fig. 16 Variation of damage accumulation value with cycles for Experiment 1.
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varies from trailing edge to boundary of stick–slip
zone due to wear in partial slip zone. This is because
the stress concentration can happen at the edge of
the stick–slip zone after the material removal in the
slip zone. When the maximum damage accumulation
parameter reaches to 1, the predicted crack occurs at
the corresponding location. The dramatic increase of
the damage accumulation happens near the boundary
of the stick–slip zone.
5.4

Lifetime prediction of crack initiation considering wear effect

Figure 17 shows that all the predicted lifetime lies in

Fig. 17 Crack initiation lifetime predicted by FP, FS, and SWT
without considering debris.

2 N i error band. When the experimental lifetime is
lower, then the predicted lifetime by all three critical
plane methods tends to be higher than the experimental
one. When the experimental lifetime is higher, then
the predicted lifetime tends to be lower than the
experimental one. This phenomenon is caused by the
dramatic increase of the critical plane parameters with
the evolution of the profiles as shown in Fig. 15.

5.5

Effect of debris layer on crack initiation
parameters

In the experiments, the crack initiation tends to be near
the trailing edge under the debris layer, whereas in the
FE model the crack initiation position tends to be near
the boundary of stick–slip zone and far away from
the contact edge [41]. Therefore, the crack initiation
position is analyzed considering the effect of the
debris based on Fig. 9. The critical plane parameters
considering the debris effect after 100,000 cycles are
shown in Fig. 18. The values of 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 are
used for h as shown in Fig. 9 and the unit is 0.1 μm.
In the model without considering the debris effect,
the maximum value locates near the boundary of stick
and slip zone, while in the model considering the
debris effect the maximum value locates near the
trailing edge. After considering the debris layer in the

Fig. 18 Critical plane parameters considering the debris effect after 100,000 cycles for Experiment 1.
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model, the stress concentration on the edge of the
slip zone is not that significant anymore compared
with that without considering the debris layer. The
parameters considering the debris tend to have the
same trend as those without wear. Moreover, the
depth to the surface of the debris h also affects the
profiles of the parameters on the contact surface. For
h = 0.25 μm, the maximum values of FP and FS
approximate to peak values of the corresponding
parameter for the model without debris. This means
that h also plays an important role in the whole
process, i.e. the ejection and generation rates also affect
the lifetime of the crack initiation. For SWT, the
maximum value tends to be the same as that in the
model without wear when h is equal to 0.25 and
0.2 μm.
The variation of the damage accumulation value for
the three critical plane parameters is shown in Fig. 19,
when h is 0.15 μm. It can be concluded that by
considering the effect of wear debris, the crack initiation
position moves from the boundary of the stick–slip
regime to the trailing edge. Moreover, for the damage
accumulation value of FP and FS another peak value
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appears near the boundary of stick–slip regime. This
peak is lower than that near the trailing edge. For SWT,
only one peak appears near the trailing edge.
Crack initiation lifetime predicted by FP, FS, and
SWT for Exp. 1 considering wear debris when h is
0.15 μm is shown in Fig. 20. We can see that predicted
lives using FP, and FS are within ± 2Ni, while most
of the predicted lives using SWT are located within
± 2Ni , except 1 point, which is higher that 2Ni.
Moreover, the predicted lives using SWT tend to be
higher than those using FP.

Fig. 20 Crack initiation lifetime predicted by FP, FS, and SWT
considering debris when h is 0.15 µm.

Fig. 19 Variation of the damage accumulation value for three critical plane parameters, when h is 0.15 µm for Experiment 1.
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Conclusions and future work

This paper analysed the effect of fretting wear debris
on fretting fatigue crack initiation and the critical plane
parameters. Hereafter, the conclusion can be given as
follows:
1) The boundary condition influences the shear
stress and wear profile when considering the wear in
fretting fatigue model.
2) The normal load tends to affect the wear width and
wear depth, tangential load affects the wear volume
and phase difference affects the side where wear occurs.
3) As wear can affect fretting fatigue crack initiation,
the predicted lifetime considering the effect of wear
tends to be better than that without considering it as
in Ref. [18] and all the predicted data lies in the ±2Ni.
4) For both Ruiz parameters, F1 and F2 , the maximum
value tends to be near the boundary of the slip and
stick zone.
5) The effect of the wear debris on the critical plane
parameters are considered. It is found that the debris
can make the profile of the critical plane parameters
close to that in the model without considering the
effect of wear, and move the location of crack initiation
from boundary of stick and slip zone to the trailing
edge. The kinematics of the debris also affects the
maximum value of the critical plane parameters.
6) The predicted lifetime when considering the effect
of wear debris tends to have the same accuracy with
that without considering it. Therefore, wear affects
crack initiation of fretting fatigue for Aluminum
2024-T351, mainly the location of crack initiation. The
predicted lifetime without considering the effect of
wear debris can be used as a reference for the loading
case. However, the predicted crack initiation location
without considering the effect of debris cannot be
used for the fretting fatigue case.
In this paper, the effect of the wear debris is only
considered after 100,000 cycle and the kinetics of the
debris cannot be determined without experimental data.
Therefore, in future work, the predicted lifetime of the
crack initiation considering the debris kinematics
should be further investigated.
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